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As featured in Parade Magazine A stunning collection of nature-inspired prints!Handcrafted in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by scientists, botanical and scientific prints captured the

intricate details and vibrant colors of the world&#39;s most fascinating plants and creatures. Now,

the vintage illustrations can be found adorning the walls of homes featured in popular interior design

magazines--but you don&#39;t have spend a fortune to re-create these beautiful floral and wildlife

prints. Filled with 60 stunning illustrations, The Art of Nature Coloring Book will guide you as you

use colored pencils to personalize your art and bring each plant or animal to life. These ornate prints

will not only provide you with hours of entertainment, but will also serve as one-of-a-kind

decorations that will liven up any wall or workspace.From the elegant peony to the lively mourning

dove, The Art of Nature Coloring Book&#39;s flora- and fauna-inspired prints will fill your life with the

beauty of the outdoors.
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Prefer a more vintage aesthetic? Try this beautiful book. (Spirituality & Health)

Adams Media provides helpful, funny, and inspiring books on a wide variety of topics, so no matter

who you are, weÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve got you covered. Our editors are just like youÃ¢â‚¬â€•living, loving,

and learning every day. Our personal experiences and expertise in our given book categories allow

us to bring you some of the best content on the marketÃ¢â‚¬â€•from parenting to relationships, to



the paranormal, cooking, and humorÃ¢â‚¬â€•we cover what you care about.

This is exactly what I had in mind when I was looking for adult coloring books. So many beautiful

prints to color. Wonderful collection of vintage botanical and scientific prints. These are not complex

renderings and don't take long to color. Although the paper is not heavy, it is heavy enough and

once colored, the prints are suitable for framing. If you love doing color pencil work and botanical

prints, then you can't go wrong with this purchase.

This is beautiful but not quite what I was expecting. It's not a coloring book in the traditional sense.

Most of the pictures feature a great deal of detail and shading already so there's not much

opportunity for adding your own color.

Too bad about this book - the illustrations are GORGEOUS - but as a coloring book it is

disappointing because so many of the images are darkly colored already, in black ink. It is hard to

add color. You can do it, but there isn't much room for your own artistic influence. Again, lovely

images but too much shadowing/filler in black to allow for color addition in many cases.

It's a very thick book (many pages) that you could paint on without fear of it bleeding through or use

any other media (gel pens, colored pencils, etc). The pictures are grand! For that reason I have to

give it 5 stars! A creative teacher might used them as a teaching tool for a science class (home

school, public school, etc., parents who want to enrich child learning). An adult who loved these

pictures and wants to duplicate them might enjoy working with them, framing the finished picture to

decorate a room or give as a gift.Now let me tell you why I donated it to the Activities Person here at

the Meadows. These pictures are famous to me. I feel they should be colored like the originals. I

don't want to find the originals on line and color them in accordingly. I want to jump off the edge and

feel free to "do it my way". Other people may not care, may never saw the reference. This is my gift

to them. I've still got plenty to enjoy!

Beautiful illustrations of botany & nature and critters. Even if I don't colour it it remainswonderful to

browse through.Paper quality is great without feeling too flimsy thin.

Hi! Oh this is a beauty. Lovely pictures, light gray lines, but who cares, this is gorgeous! I will color,

not sure when, but wow, a piece of art book! Read all the reviews, I did, then make your own



decision to get or not. I am not unhappy about getting it.Designs on one side of the page only, no

pull out pages, soft muted colors, nice feel to the book, quality paperback. Flowers, fruit, fish and

more, all on soft cream colored paper. Have fun!

Beautifully old fashioned looking coloring book!It's full of antique style botanical & scientific prints,

lots of birds, plants, sealife, insects (including names in English & Latin)... printed on one side of

cream colored paper, which is slightly thicker than printer paper, each page is perforated too.These

would be beautiful framed, as is, or colored!All around, it has an antique/vintage feel, as if it's been

hanging out on a shelf in a dusky second hand bookstore.It'd be a lovely gift!

I love this beautiful book! At 55 years old I have rediscovered the meditative act of 'coloring.' As an

adult with ADD, coloring is calming and helps me to focus. This is a beautiful book that lends itself to

colored pencils and blending. SO MUCH FUN and relaxation. Plus, I love just looking at the cover - I

actually keep it on my coffee table with a decorative octopus clay piece. I highly recommend this for

nature lovers that find coloring meditative and relaxing - different from most adult 'coloring' books

out there. LOVE!
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